Smart grid and smart city concepts are very popular, exciting and interrelated research, development and application areas in the 21 st century. Hence, these research activities have become important task from the scientific community, practitioners, and policy makers. Smart grid allows using different energy sources more effectively, reliable, and sustainable. Smart city applications makes human life easier and more comfortable, by getting economy, governance, environment, living, healthcare, energy and mobility smarter. This paper presents a systematic analysis of published literature related to smart grid and smart city studies between 2014 and 2017. 6975 papers (4340 conference proceedings, 57 book chapters, 2578 articles) have been considered in total. The papers are classified with according to their focus, research and contribution type. A systematic mapping study is performed according to this classification. Then, recent investments and future trends have discussed.
Introduction
Smart grid can be described as a systematic and efficient usage of novel knowledge on communication, security and information at the fields of smart infrastructure, management and protection systems instead of the conventional energy system, which is inadequate currently. Despite having a relatively new field of study, smart grid subject has been studied and implemented in many areas such as power generation, power transmission, power distribution, data modelling, wireless sensor network, phasor measurement, sensors, smart metering, demand response management, distributed resources, alternative energy resources, electric vehicles, security, reliability, communication, optimization, auction etc. [1] . Principal components of the smart grid are commonly classified under eight headlines including system situation assessment and operations, transmission and distribution automation, distributed generation through renewable sources, electric vehicles, electric storage, smart appliances, demand participation and tariff operations [2] .
Also, smart city is interrelated with smart grid and aims to make a city more livable, comfortable, sustainable and able to use its potentials effectively. Nowadays, many cities have adopted this concept into their agendas with the intention of offering a prosperous life to their inhabitants. Currently, some of them have already been implementing their projects including adaptive traffic control, smart parking, smart buildings, smart water usage, smart public services, smart street lighting, smart waste management and smart meters [3, 4] .
In this paper, it is aimed to provide statistical information about smart grid and smart city studies by using published papers. Totally 6975 papers are classified into two main sections as smart grid and smart city. The results are presented as a systematic mapping study. The Web of Science, Science Direct, IEEE Xplore data bases are investigated for the literature and repetitive parts are omitted. For search operation on these databases, the papers containing its title "smart grid" and "smart city" words are considered. As a consequence, between 2014 and 2017 years, based on the classification method, from IEEE Xplore, Web of Science -ISI Web of Knowledge, and ScienceDirect databases 4482, 1606 and 887 papers are classified respectively. This study is organized into three main parts: (i) Introduction, (ii) Material and Methods, and (iii) Conclusion. Description of the research methodology is given in section (ii). Then primary studies, smart grid and smart city approaches for some prominent countries are explained. Systematic mapping results are demonstrated on bubble graph at the bottom of the section.
Material and Methods
The objective of this study is to identify the relation between academic papers of the countries and investments of the governments by using an overview of existing research papers on smart grid and smart city.
Research Questions
The overall goal is defined in four research questions (RQ):
RQ1. What are the publication trends for smart grid?
With this question, it is clarified that which main and subtopics are studied in the world.
RQ2. How many studies have been published regarding with smart grid and smart city between 2014 and 2017?
This question aims to obtain the real publication data which belongs to this period.
RQ3. What are the possible future trends, needs and investment perspectives of countries?
Thanks to response of the RQ, it is easy to view the structure of smart grid and smart city investments country by country.
RQ4. What is the correlation between the total count of academic studies and investment rate of countries?
At the end of the study, this judgment criteria is handled to perform real map between academic studies and country investments.
Primary Studies
It has been used the classification method in [1] principally for smart grid papers. At first, all smart grid studies have been categorized into three main topics: (i) Smart management system, (ii) smart infrastructure system, (iii) smart protection system. Then they have been divided into sub-topics as shown in Figure 1 .
By analyzing the publication numbers on smart grid and smart city subjects, between 2014 and 2017 years, 6975 published papers are investigated: 4918 of them, 70.51% of total, is related to smart grid; 2092 of them, 29.99% of total, is related to smart city; 35 of them, 0.50% of total, is in common.
According to Table 1 , most research has realized in the field of smart infrastructure system with 2477 papers that are 50.37% of all smart grid studies and 35.51% of all studies. It is obviously seen in Table 1 that publication numbers are increased regularly.
The most research on smart infrastructure system has been performed on smart energy subsystem with 1085 papers that are 43.80% of all smart infrastructure system and 22.06% of total papers related to smart grid according to Figure 1 . Management methods and tools topic is second in publication number ranking with 793 papers that is 55.69% of smart management systems and 16.12% of all smart grid research studies. Least studied topic is security and privacy with 301 papers that is 33.59% of smart protection system and 6.12% of all smart grid papers. According to Table 2 , the most of the researches are conference papers with the number of 4340 that are 62.22% of all studies.
Figure 2.
Number of published papers on smart grid and smart city.
As seen in Figure 2 , the total academic studies that belong to smart grid are nearly at the same range between 2014 and 2017. On the other hand, the total count of smart city studies is increasing year by year. While the total published paper numbers are increasing between 2014 and 2016, they are decreased in 2017 because of the smart grid paper counts. According to Figure 3 , the ratio between smart grid and smart city is getting lower from 2014 to 2017. As shown in Table 3 , China is the first country with 792 papers that are 16.10% of all studies. As seen in Table 4 , Italy has the highest number of papers in smart city, but it is forth in smart grid. While Spain does not take place in top 10 countries regarding smart grid, in smart city publications it is forth country. Obviously, European countries are seen to be more interested in smart city studies. In Table 5 , it is shown overall study counts of both smart grid and smart city topics. Considering the top 10 countries, 35.19% of academic studies have been published in Asia, 29.92% in Europe and 27.27% in North America, respectively.
Smart Grid Approaches of Some Countries
In this section, we investigate the interest of countries and regions on smart grid subject. First, we consider emerging developments in Europe. In 2007, the European Union made a decision to reach goals which are 20% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), 20% increase in energy efficiency, and 20% of EU's energy consumption from renewable energy by 2020 [5] . The distribution of investment amounts and project numbers by countries in Europe are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively. The number of demonstration projects is 992, and R&D projects are 1346. The amount of smart grid investments in EU countries is €3.346 billion for demonstration, €1.618 billion for R&D and totally €4.964 billion investments have been carried out according to [6] . As given in Table 7 , Germany (DE) has the maximum project count and Luxemburg (LU) has the minimum one. The average demonstration number is 32 and R&D is 43. The average ratio of demonstration project counts is 42.43%. So, it represents R&D project counts are much more than demonstration projects.
It is obvious that China is one of the leading countries on smart grid. According to [7] , China is the largest market in the world for power transmission and distribution. [8] . The Chinese government has been planning to invest $91.6 billion between 2011 and 2020 for smart grid system. Hence, it is also foreseen to save 220 million tons of standard coal consumption [9] .
In India, as of March 2017, installed power capacity is 326.832 GW [10] . However, transmission and distribution (T&D) losses are very challenging issue in India, nearly 22.77% in 2014. Distribution utilities are planning to reduce distribution losses under 12% by 2022, and under 10% by 2027, and also smart grid infrastructure investment will be $44.9 billion between 2017 and 2027 in India [11].
According to Northeast Group, in South America, smart grid infrastructure investments including advanced metering, distribution automation, wide area measurement, home energy management, information technology and battery storage will reach up to $20.1 billion from 2018 to 2027. Brazil is the regional leader in this continent with regard to smart grid investment. In the other South American countries, eight of ten have developed important smart grid pilot projects. However, T&D losses are still at high rate with 15% in South America [12] .
Smart City Approaches of Some Countries
Smart city market in the world is growing regularly. As it was annually $8.8 billion in 2014, by 2023 it is foreseen as $27.5 billion. Total smart city investment in the world is expected $174.4 billion with annually average 13.5% growth rate between 2014 and 2023 [13] .
According to [14] In August 2013, the Ministry of Housing and UrbanRural Development of China declared 193 pilot smart city projects [15] . The Indian government announced to perform 100 cities as a smart city in two decades [16] . In order to the execution of 100 smart cities, it is approved nearly $15.6 billion [17] . Figure 4 shows the mapping study results as a bubble graph. In this figure, research focuses regarding with smart grid are given with respect to publication region and publication year of 4918 papers. Hence, in the figure Y-axis shows the research focuses, publication region on the left side of the X-axis, and the publication year on the right side of the X-axis. Therefore, it presents a comprehensive point of view regarding smart grid studies between 2014 and 2017. Remarkably, smart energy subsystem is the most published topic in every continent and year. However, the least published topic is security and privacy of smart grids. It is seen that publication numbers of all topics are increased except smart communication subsystem between 2014 and 2016. While Asia, Europe and North America are the most paper published continents, Africa, Oceania and South America are the least published continents on smart grid. The most published paper is in Asia in the world which corresponds to %39.21 of whole world's papers on the subject. The following continents are Europe and North America, respectively. 
Mapping

Conclusion
The papers from India are mostly within the subjects of smart infrastructure system, 52.66% of all 376 studies. Smart grid infrastructure investment is projected to total $44.9 billion over the period of 2017-2027 in India. So, it can be inferred that the most published paper topic and government policy are overlapping. India is the third most papers published country in the world with 7.11% of all studies in smart grid and smart city.
According to smart grid projects outlook 2017, there are totally 950 projects regarding smart grid R&D and demonstration projects with nearly €5 billion, 642 of them that €2.82 billion have been completed and 308 of them that €2,15 billion are ongoing in Europe. Totally 1130 paper related to smart grid is published in Europe. According to The remarkable point in Table 8 is that while Italy ranks sixth at smart grid investment, it is first in published paper number. Furthermore, the relation between the investment rate and published paper are nearly proportional in other European countries.
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